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Address Sichuan Suining City Huajing Glass Co., Ltd. 
NO.535 Kaishan Road 
Suining / Sichuan 629000

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We offer bottles for many well-known companies such as Wu Liang Ye, Maotai, Lang wine, Tuo wine, Jiugui, Zhijiang, Sixian Taibai, and Huarui Beer,
all of those are the main distilleries in China. As a modernized hi-tech professional manufacturer, passed ISO9001:2000 Certification, we offer all kinds
of glass bottles, such as glass wine bottles, beverage bottles, liquor bottles and Champagne bottles with decoration of decal, frost, screen-printing,
spraying and so on.

We manufacture crystal/super flint bottles for Vodka,Whisky,Brandy,Tequila and Distillate spirits mainly, capacity from 50ml to 10,000ml. For foreign
market, we are now produce bottles for Trump Vodka, IceFox Vodka, STEEL Vodka, SCOLEN Whisky and so on. For domestic market,we offer bottles
for Wu Liang Ye, Maotai, Langjiu, Tuopai, Jiugui, Zhijiang, Sixian Taiba and some other brands.

As a modernized hi-tech professional manufacturer, our company has passed ISO9001:2000 Certification.Goods export to USA, Israel, Kazakhstan,
Germany, with decoration of decal, frost,spraying and engraving. 
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